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Beyblade parts the red sea

See source Share 13 (Metal Fusion)013 (Metal Saga) Boys ~Radiating Tomorrow~ Previous Next Infiltration! Ryo L-Drago Awakens Dark Nebula Castle Memories! (⻯皇(エルドラゴ)(m)覚醒! Eru Dorago, kakusei!) On Beyblade: Metal Fusion anime 13. The Dubbed English version was first shown on August 7, 2010 on cartoon network in North America. Plot Ryuga and Gingka
are still facing each other; Gingka with anger, Ryuga, who has a clear and cynical confidence in her and lightning L-Dragon's power and radiates a dark aura. Although the two look at each other closely, Doji tells Benkei, Kyoya , Kenta and Madoka, all of which had just arrived on the roof, about Ryuga's Beyblade and its phenomenal power. In the past, only the largest have owned
L-Dragon and all were feared. One of the ancestors even looked like Moses, and with the help of L-Dragon, it was able to divide the mass of water in half to create a corridor. After his explanation, Doji tells Merc to unveil a giant stadium platform that was ostensibly built just for such a battle and previously hidden in the sea right next to the Dark Nebula Castle. A flat bridge is
produced so they can reach the pier, but Ryuga simply jumps out of place on top of the remaining wall of one of the castle's tallest rooms and lands safely near the stadium. Ginga hurried to one side and both launch their blades. It is immediately clear that Lightning L-Drago became more powerful than The Pegasus Storm. Whenever the latter hits an opponent, it is sent into the
air. Meanwhile, Gingka is pushed back to the ground two or three times by L-Dragon every time there is an effect, due to a shock wave of purple. Gingka won't give up, however, because he's determined to retaliate for his father. Gingka's friends have trouble understanding what makes Ryuga's Beyblade so strong, so Doji explains that it's because L-Drago is the blade of the left
spin. However, Benkei is perplexed that there are two Beyblads with different rotations in the same battle. After one special clash between two blades made at the perfect angle, Gingka uses his Pegasus StarBlast attack hopefully to beat L-Dragon, but it joins Pegasus in the sky and manages to make Gingkan Beyblade almost useless: Pegasus falls back onto the stadium floor,
as if there's little life left in it. Everyone except Doji and Ryuga is shocked that Lightning L-Drago was able to defend and attack so well against Pegasus' star-blowing attack. Apparently, L-Drago seems to benefit more energy from each impact and, of course, from the few lightning strikes that randomly cross the sky. At one point, Ryuga insults Gingka's father, which quickly
changes him: angry appears around him and the black aura, and the brown color of his eyes changes red glare. Gingka then officially loses his mind: he fights cruelly and ferociously against Ryuga and has only his father's death in mind, but mostly because he wants to make Ryuga pay dearly for his crime. Even if Storm Pegasus attacks as ferociously as Gingka can feed himself,
L-Drago still holds its own a little. Kenta begins to cry when she sees her friend's almost irrational wrath: a few days ago, Gingka had been the one who was prone to Beyblade just for fun, not really for competition, and even less for personal benefit. Seeing him so demented, angry and dead with ryuga that it bothers him. He tries to call her back to reality, but Gingka remains in his
world, where all he knows about Ryuga's death to Ryuga, and the latter stands in front of him, on the other side of the stadium, with Beyblade destroying his life spinning between them along with Storm Pegasus. Gingka tries several ferocious attacks on Lightning L Drago, but eventually after lightning's dark power struck the stadium apparently to give more energy to L-Dragono,
Ryuga finishes with a pegasus and makes a special attack in which three emperor dragons (instead of just one, as before) brutally attack Pegasus Storm. When it all comes to an end and the blinding light of the attack disappeared, Storm Pegasus is cut into the crushed part of the stadium floor. Shocked that he could lose and not avenge his father's death, Gingka falls on his
hands and knees. Ryuga leaves soon and tells Doji that they need to get ready for Battle Bladers and Doji hastily agrees. Both leave the roof, and Merci had stopped working after another lightning strike hit the stadium. Kenta, Kyoya, Benkei and Madoka are trying to make Gingka feel better, but Gingka cries because she helped L-Drago make a full recovery and she apologizes
to her father. Major Events Doji tells Gingka and gang L-Dragon about power. Gingka gets angry and loses control. Ryuga beats Gingka. Ryuga mentions Battle Bladers. Gingka lives to have betrayed his father. Characters Beyblades Featured Beybattles Special Moves used Trivia This episode features Gingka's first official loss in the series. Gallery Beyblade Wiki:Anime
community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue twitter.com. For a list of supported browsers, visit our Help Center. Help Center We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Enable JavaScript or switch to a
supported browser to continue twitter.com. For a list of supported browsers, visit our Help Center. Help Center Page 2youtu.be/A4g0Gz... 2youtu.be/A4g0Gz... 2youtu.be/A4g0Gz...
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